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(57) ABSTRACT 

There is provided a process for operating a switch mode 
poWer supply circuit (Switcher) connectable to a load, the 
circuit having a ?rst buck sWitch, a second boost sWitch and 
an inductor in a buck boost circuit, the process including 

(21) Appl, No.1 11/433,574 applying input voltage to the circuit, selectively activating 
each of the buck sWitch and boost sWitch, and selectively 
limiting the ON-time of the buck sWitch, for accelerating 

(22) Filed: May 15, 2006 discharge of the inductor. 
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PROCESS FOR OPERATING A SWITCHING 
POWER SUPPLY 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] The present invention relates to the operation of 
Switching PoWer Supply Circuits (hereinafter “SWitchers”), 
e.g., PoWer Factor Correction (PFC) circuit, DC-DC Con 
verter (DDC) etc.; and more particularly to a process for 
operating and monitoring the operation of SWitchers in an 
ef?cient and safe manner utiliZing various applications, 
including DC motors, computers, television sets, etc. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0002] In recent years, an increasing number of electronic 
devices fed from the municipal electricity supply and/or 
various DC sources are used in households, hospitals, mili 
tary, industry, etc. State of the art poWer supplies employ a 
circuit comprising a passive input ?lter, a DDC or a PFC 
stage and additional circuits according to a particular appli 
cation. SWitchers are designed to operate in buck, buck 
boost or boost modes depending on the instantaneous input 
voltage (Vin) and output voltage (Vo) of the circuit. Con 
sequently, unnecessary losses and harmonic distortions are 
developed in the circuit, speci?cally, but not exclusively, 
during transitions betWeen modes and during buck-boost 
mode. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0003] It is therefore a broad object of the present inven 
tion to overcome the disadvantages of the prior art processes 
for operating SWitchers, and to provide a process for oper 
ating these circuits in a manner that improves their effi 
ciency, total harmonic distortion (THD) and safety of opera 
tion. 

[0004] It is a further object of the present invention to 
provide a process for operating these circuits that secures 
ef?cient transitions betWeen modes and efficient control of 
the operation during each mode. 

[0005] It is still a further object of the present invention to 
provide load protection and to loWer losses, electromagnetic 
interference (EMI) generation and circuit cost. 

[0006] In accordance With the present invention there is 
therefore provided a process for operating a sWitch mode 
poWer supply circuit (SWitcher) connectable to a load, said 
circuit including a ?rst buck sWitch, a second boost sWitch 
and an inductor in a buck boost circuit, said process com 
prising applying input voltage to the circuit, selectively 
activating each of said buck sWitch and boost sWitch, and 
selectively limiting the ON-time of the buck sWitch, for 
accelerating discharge of said inductor. 

[0007] In accordance With another aspect of the invention 
an algorithm is provided for digital control of a 2-sWitch 
PFC active ?lter. This algorithm is based on the mean value 
of the ratio Vin/Vout of the ?lter. A poWer factor higher than 
0.96 (actually about 0.99) and input current total harmonic 
distortion (THD) loWer than 10%, are thereby achievable 
Within a very Wide range of Vin and V0. 

[0008] Still further, according to the invention the opera 
tion of the SWitcher comprises boost and Modi?ed Boost 
modes, both critically discontinuous. The boost mode is 
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achieved With the buck sWitch continuously conducting and 
the boost sWitch operating at high frequency. When the input 
DC or recti?ed AC instantaneous voltage approaches the 
value of the output DC voltage, a “Watchdog” timer is 
activated in the control circuit of the buck sWitch to block 
the sWitch When the inductor’s discharge duration becomes 
too long, say, tWice the charge time. Consequently, the 
inductor discharge is substantially accelerated and appropri 
ate operating frequency is maintained. When the inductor 
current has discharged, both sWitches begin conduction 
substantially simultaneously thus initiating a neW cycle of 
“discharge-time-limited” boost (Modi?ed Boost). The 
Modi?ed Boost mode during the phase in Which the input 
DC or recti?ed AC voltage value is betWeen 70 to 130% of 
the value of the output DC voltage, improves the ef?ciency 
of the circuit and smoothes the transitions betWeen the 
modes. 

[0009] A further feature of the present invention is a 
procedure that facilitates smooth transitions from mode to 
mode of the circuit operation, i.e. the transitions from buck 
to buck-boost, from buck-boost to boost and vice versa, 
during Which reduction of Watt-loss, peak current and THD 
are achievable. The procedure consists of a turn-on of each 
sWitch near Zero current of the inductor folloWed by control 
of the ON-time of each sWitch as folloWs: 

[0010] The buck sWitch ON-time is gradually reduced and 
the boost sWitch ON-time is gradually increased during 
transition from buck operation mode to buck-boost or Modi 
?ed Boost operation mode and during transition from boost 
operation mode to buck-boost or Modi?ed Boost operation 
mode of the circuit; and the buck sWitch ON-time is gradu 
ally increased and the boost sWitch ON-time is gradually 
reduced during transition from buck-boost or Modi?ed 
Boost operation mode to boost operation mode and during 
transition from buck-boost or Modi?ed Boost operation 
mode to buck operation mode of the circuit. 

[0011] A still further feature of the present invention 
relates to the fact that boost mode sWitching poWer circuits 
operating in discontinuous current mode require that output 
voltage be suf?ciently higher than input voltage in order to 
secure short enough discharge time of the inductor. Too long 
discharge time may loWer the circuit operating frequency 
doWn to values that Will impair the ef?ciency of the input 
passive ?lter or even resonate With it. 

[0012] Furthermore, should the input voltage rise above 
the output voltage due to some reason, the boost control 
mechanism Would breakdoWn and the output voltage Would 
be forced up to the peak value of the input voltage. Conse 
quently, the output voltage Would rise to values that may risk 
the load, and substantial current pulses through the input 
?lter Would be formed. 

[0013] Therefore, it is desirable to protect boost mode 
circuits from the above-mentioned negative consequences 
during any period and thus to establish a “Protected Boost 
Mode”. Such protection can be provided by means of a serial 
sWitch and a parallel diode that are added to the boost 
topology to actually form the circuit. When the control 
system of the SWitcher identi?es that the discharge time of 
the inductor is longer than a predetermined value (a value 
that still secures suitable operating frequency), it opens the 
serial (buck) sWitch, thus forcing the inductor to complete 
the discharge through the diodes, into the capacitor and the 
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load. The discharge time is thereby considerably reduced 
and a suitable frequency is maintained. Following the dis 
charge of the inductor, sWitches resume conduction state and 
the control system selects, according to the discharge time of 
the inductor, Whether to resume the conventional boost 
operation or to remain in the Protected Boost mode. Hence, 
full control of output voltage and input current of the 
SWitcher are secured under any circumstance, due to the 
buck sWitch ON-time limitation described above. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0014] The invention Will noW be described in connection 
With certain preferred embodiments With reference to the 
folloWing illustrative ?gures so that it may be more fully 
understood. 

[0015] With speci?c reference noW to the ?gures in detail, 
it is stressed that the particulars shoWn are by Way of 
example and for purposes of illustrative discussion of the 
preferred embodiments of the present invention only, and are 
presented in the cause of providing What is believed to be the 
most useful and readily understood description of the prin 
ciples and conceptual aspects of the invention. In this regard, 
no attempt is made to shoW structural details of the invention 
in more detail than is necessary for a fundamental under 
standing of the invention, the description taken With the 
draWings making apparent to those skilled in the art hoW the 
several forms of the invention may be embodied in practice. 

[0016] In the draWings: 

[0017] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of an embodiment of a 
programmable SWitcher circuit according to the present 
invention; 
[0018] FIG. 2 is a schematic circuit diagram of an 
embodiment of a tWo-sWitch SWitcher circuit; 

[0019] FIGS. 3A and 3B are How diagrams illustrating a 
preferred embodiment of the process according to the 
present invention; 

[0020] FIG. 4 is a plot of a prior art input current half 
Wave envelope of PFC SWitcher application; 

[0021] FIG. 5 is a plot of an input current half Wave 
envelope of a PFC SWitcher embodiment according to the 
invention; 
[0022] FIG. 6 is a plot of inductor current vs. time during 
Modi?ed Boost mode When the SWitcher instantaneous Vin 
is loWer than the SWitcher V0; 

[0023] FIG. 7 is a plot of inductor current vs. time during 
Modi?ed Boost mode When Vin=Vo, and 

[0024] FIG. 8 is a plot of inductor current vs. time during 
Modi?ed Boost mode When Vin>Vo. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0025] In FIG. 1 there is illustrated a block diagram of an 
embodiment of a programmable circuit for the implemen 
tation of the present invention. The electrical energy ?oWs 
from an electrical supply source via line 2 through a passive 
?lter 4, a SWitcher stage 6 into a load 8 e.g., a DC motor. 
TWo voltage sensors 10 and 12 are provided that sense the 
SWitcher input voltage and its output voltage, respectively 
and deliver the respective voltage data to a programmable 
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controller 14. Also provided is a Zero current detector 16 and 
a temperature monitor 18 that delivers to the controller 14 
data relating to the circuit temperature, thereby enabling the 
controller 18 to prevent excessive temperatures in the 
SWitcher stage 6, by reducing the poWer delivered through 
the circuit to the DC load 8. Load current is sensed and 
monitored through a peak-current-detector 20. 

[0026] FIG. 2 illustrates a preferred, non-limiting embodi 
ment of the SWitcher stage 6, having substantially positive 
input voltage 2211, e. g., a recti?ed sinusoidal voltage or 22b, 
e.g., sloWly changing DC voltage. The circuit comprising a 
?lter capacitor 24, a buck sWitch 26, a free Wheeling diode 
28, an inductor 30, a boost sWitch 32, a blocking diode 34 
and a DC tank 36 e.g., a capacitor and load 8, to Which it is 
connectable. 

[0027] FIGS. 3A and 3B illustrate ?oW diagrams of a 
preferred embodiment of the process according to the inven 
tion. FolloWing activation (40) of the circuit, electrical 
energy ?oWs into the circuit from an electricity supply 
source and actuates the circuit’s controller 14, Which oper 
ates the circuit in Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) mode 
(42) in a safe buck-boost mode, thus loading a DC tank 36 
(FIG. 2) of the SWitcher stage 6 and preparing it to operate 
the DC motor at its starting phase. The controller 14 noW 
checks the voltage across the DC tank 36 of the SWitcher 
stage 6 and measures the time Which has elapsed. If the 
voltage is beloW a predetermined value (44 N) and the time 
elapsed is less than a predetermined period (46 N), the 
charging of the DC tank 36 proceeds. If the time has elapsed 
(46 Y) the circuit is blocked assuming charging problem 
exists, until the electricity supply is deactivated (48). Upon 
reaching the predetermined voltage value (50 Y), the con 
troller 14 begins to operate the circuit in a steady state 
according to step (56) detailed by blocks 58 to 70 (FIG. 3B). 
Should the tank DC voltage fail to reach the predetermined 
value (50 N) and predetermined time has not yet elapsed (52 
N), the SWitcher continues to operate in initial PWM mode 
(42). When predetermined time elapsed (52 Y), the circuit is 
blocked (54) assuming charging problem exists, until the 
electricity supply is deactivated. The loop shoWn in FIG. 3B 
comprising blocks 58 to 70 contained in block 56, operates 
as folloWs: A timer of the controller 14 is set to Zero (58, 
T=0) folloWing approximately Zero current through inductor 
30 (FIG. 2). Then the SWitcher stage 6 sWitches 26 and 32 
are activated (60). The conduction time ton of sWitch 32 
(Qboost) (62) is determined by the function f(p,m,k) to be 
explained hereinafter. If the time T elapsed is T<f(p,m,k) (62 
N), both sWitches remain conducting. If the time T elapsed 
is >f(p,m,k) (62 Y), sWitch 32 turns off. The conduction time 
of sWitch 26 (Qbuck) (66) is determined by the function 
k~f(p,m,k). If the time elapsed T is T>k~f(p,m,k) With k=l+m 
(66 Y), k and m to be explained hereinafter, sWitch 26 is 
turned off thus both sWitches 32 and 26 are not conducting 
(68) until the inductor current has discharged (70 Y) fol 
loWing Which the cycle is resumed (58). 

[0028] In some PFC applications, a tWo-sWitch PFC con 
?guration (FIG. 2 With input 22a) is operated in three 
different modes every half cycle of the input AC voltage, i.e., 
boost, buck-boost and buck modes. If the sWitches ON-time 
and OFF-time are properly adjusted according to the ratio of 
the input recti?ed AC voltage to the output DC voltage and 
according to the PFC SWitcher operation mode, an average 
input current having a scaled shape of the input voltage Wave 
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shape can be realized. This process requires four mode 
transitions during each AC voltage half cycle. The transi 
tions from mode to mode, i.e., from buck to buck-boost, 
from buck-boost to boost and vice versa, also call for 
ef?ciency and continuity improvements, e.g., reduction of 
Watt-loss, peak current and THD. 

[0029] FIG. 4 illustrates a plot of typical prior art input 
current half Wave envelope of a PFC SWitcher comprising 
boost phases 72, buck-boost phases 74 and a buck phase 76. 
The shape of the current Wave envelope is not smooth due 
to the abrupt transitions betWeen the various phases. Tran 
sition from mode to mode is required according to the 
instantaneous ratio of the input voltage to the output voltage 
of the PFC. Under these circumstances the PFC SWitcher 
starts operating in the boost mode When the AC cycle begins. 
In boost mode the buck sWitch is conducting continuously 
and the boost sWitch is operating at high frequency. When 
the input recti?ed AC voltage approaches the DC output 
voltage value, the PFC SWitcher shifts to a second mode 
called buck-boost. In this mode, both sWitches are active at 
high frequency. The buck-boost mode is maintained until the 
recti?ed AC input voltage value rises above the output DC 
voltage, eg by 30%, after Which the PFC SWitcher shifts to 
the buck mode in Which the buck sWitch is activated at high 
frequency and the boost sWitch is open. The buck mode is 
maintained during the rest of the rising portion of the 
recti?ed AC voltage cycle, and during the initial phase of the 
falling portion of the input recti?ed AC voltage. During the 
falling portion, When the recti?ed AC input voltage value 
approaches the value of the DC output voltage from above, 
the PFC SWitcher shifts back to the buck-boost mode and 
later to the boost mode according to the logic described 
above. This process requires four mode transitions during 
each AC voltage half cycle. 

[0030] FIG. 5 illustrates a plot of input current half Wave 
envelope according to the invention including boost/Modi 
?ed Boost stages 78, during Which the transitions betWeen 
classical boost and Modi?ed Boost are gradual and smooth. 
Also shoWn is the buck stage 80. According to the invention 
the operation of the PFC SWitcher comprises at least boost 
and Modi?ed Boost modes, both critically discontinuous. A 
boost mode is achieved With the buck sWitch continuously 
conducting and the boost sWitch operating at high frequency. 
When the input recti?ed AC instantaneous voltage 
approaches the value of the output DC voltage, a “Watch 
dog” timer is activated in the control circuit of the buck 
sWitch. The timer blocks the buck sWitch When the discharge 
duration of the inductor becomes too long, say, tWice the 
charge time. Consequently the inductor discharge is sub 
stantially accelerated and thereby appropriate operating fre 
quency is maintained. When the inductor current has dis 
charged, both sWitches start conducting near Zero current of 
the inductor, thus initiating a neW cycle of “discharge-time 
limited” boost (Modi?ed Boost). The Modi?ed Boost mode 
during the phase in Which the input recti?ed AC voltage is 
approximately betWeen 70 to 130% of the output DC voltage 
value, improves the ef?ciency of the circuit and facilitates 
smooth transitions betWeen the modes. 

[0031] Referring again to FIG. 2, there are seen buck 
sWitch 26, boost sWitch 32 and inductor 30. During buck 
operation mode, sWitch 32 is permanently open While sWitch 
26 changes states at high frequency. During boost operation 
mode sWitch 26 is permanently closed While sWitch 32 
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changes states at high frequency. During buck-boost opera 
tion mode and during transitions betWeen the operation 
modes, both sWitches change states at high frequency. 

[0032] The sWitches 26, 32 are activated near Zero current 
of the inductor 30. Then, the ON-time of each sWitch is 
controlled in order to facilitate e?icient transition betWeen 
the modes of operation, e.g., reduction of Watt-loss, peak 
currents and THD, the ON-time is controlled in the folloW 
ing manner: 

[0033] buck sWitch (26) ON-time is gradually reduced and 
the boost sWitch 32 ON-time is gradually increased in order 
to facilitate e?icient, i.e., smooth transition from buck 
operation mode to buck-boost/Modi?ed Boost operation 
mode and from boost operation mode to buck-boost/Modi 
?ed Boost operation mode of the PFC SWitcher. 

[0034] buck sWitch (26) ON-time is gradually increased 
and the boost sWitch (32) ON-time is gradually reduced in 
order to facilitate ef?cient transition from buck-boost/Modi 
?ed Boost operation mode to boost operation mode and from 
buck-boost/Modi?ed Boost operation mode to buck opera 
tion mode of the PFC SWitcher. 

[0035] FIGS. 6, 7 and 8 illustrate the current versus time 
of the inductor 30 for three different cases, respectively. Line 
or segement 82 depicts the inductor current When sWitches 
26 and 32 are both conducting and the inductor 30 is 
charged. Line or segment 84 is formed When sWitch 32 is 
deactivated and sWitch 26 is conducting. The slope of the 
current depends noW on the difference betWeen the instan 
taneous voltage across capacitor 24 (Vin) and the instanta 
neous voltage across capacitor 36 (V0), i.e., on the value of 
Vin-Vo, Which can be negative (FIG. 6), Zero (FIG. 7) or 
positive (FIG. 8). 
[0036] When both sWitches are not conducting, the induc 
tor current behaves according to line or segment 86 Wherein 
the inductor 30 is rapidly discharged through diode 28, diode 
34, into capacitor 36 and the load 8. 

[0037] Should the Protected Boost/Modi?ed Boost mode 
maintain reasonable time ratio betWeen the duration of 
segment 82 and the duration of segment 84, as Well as 
reasonable ratio betWeen Vin and V0, a nearly ?xed propor 
tion betWeen Vin and the average input current (Iinaw) 
Would be maintained for changing Vin values. In PFC 
SWitcher systems this feature facilitates application of or 
transition to Protected Boost mode since suf?ciently loW 
current distortions are maintained so that additional current 
distortion corrections are practically nonessential. Yet, the 
remaining small current distortions, if any, can still be 
cancelled by, eg introducing suitable correction during 
segment 82 and maintenance of ?xed ratio betWeen the 
durations of segment 82 and segment 84 (t82/t84). This 
correction is a function of Vin/Vo and t82/t84 that is com 
putable during the sine half Wave and thereby applies 
correcting factor during segment 82, Which secures ?xed 
proportion betWeen Vin and Iinaw. This is a practical solu 
tion, but requires high and rapid computation poWer, since 
the relation betWeen the correcting factor and the ratios 
Vin/Vo and t82/t84 is a rational function of Vin/V0 having 2Dd 
degree polynomial of Vin/Vo in the numerator and linear 
polynomial in the denominator. 

[0038] More speci?cally, denoting the buck sWitch 26 
ON-time as tbuck and the boost sWitch 32 ON-time as tboost 
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and maintaining tbuck—tboos‘=k tboos‘(k=2 . . . 6), then tboos‘=(2LPin/V2inrms) 

g(k,Vin/Vo) wherein L is the inductance of inductor 30, Pin is the circuit input 

power, and g(k,Vin/Vo) is the correction factor required to maintain ?xed 

proportion between Vin and Iinavr. When tbuck—tboos‘=k tboos‘, high k values 
(k=2 . . . 6) facilitate efficient operation in this mode at high Vin/Vo values 

Where normally buck mode is applied. 

[0039] De?ning tboosto=2LPin/V2inrms and m=Vin/Vo and 
applying some algebra, the equation tboost=tboosto(m2(l+k)+ 
m)/(m(1+k)2—k2) may be readily obtained, denoting g(k, 

[0040] Maintaining tboost accordingly secures perfect ?xed 
proportion between input voltage waveform and input aver 
age current. Thus f(p,m,k) mentioned above in the detailed 
description of FIG. 3 is de?ned to be: 

?p,m,k)=(2LPin/V2innm)(m2(1+k)+m)/(m(1+k)2—k2). 
[0041] It can be shown that by selecting kz2 without 
applying any correction factor, a current scaling close 
enough to a constant value achieves PF>0.985 and line 
current THD<7%. As mentioned above, however, k value in 
the range of 2, does not exhaust the loss reduction potential 
of this mode of operation, hence a larger k value is desirable. 
As k value rises, however, THD tends to rise and PF tends 
to sink. For example, when k=4, without applying any 
correction factor yields a line-current THDz15% and 
PFz0.975. Therefore, a correction factor for k values larger 
than ~2 will be required in many applications. 

[0042] It is stated above that the correction factor (m2(1+ 
k)+m)/(m(1+k)2—k2) achieves perfect correction for con 
stant k values. As k value rises, however, computing this 
correction factor becomes more and more dif?cult. The 
reason for this is that for k>2, the function g(m,k)=(m2(1+ 
k)+m)/(m(1+k)2—k2) varies considerably with time (m being 
a function of time) between the instances m=k/(k+1) and 
m=1.0 and its variation with time in this interval becomes 
even more and more abrupt, as k value rises. Therefore, due 
to speed and calculation power limitations of control units, 
accurate implementation of (m2(1+k)+m)/(m(1+k)2—k2) for 
constant k values larger than ~3, becomes dif?cult. 

[0043] The precise (m2(1+k)+m)/(m(1+k)2—k2) correction 
factor for constant k values is not necessary. Other correc 
tion factors, which vary more slowly with time, can be 
selected. For example, a correction factor based on appro 
priate linear functions of In only, each of which has at least 
one intersection point with the function (m2(1+k)+m)/(m(1+ 
k)2—k2), can also be selected. When such an appropriate 
factor is applied at a suitable range of m, it can yield 
excellent results. Consequently, state of the art control units 
can handle constant k values as high as 5 or 6, and thereby, 
achieve low watt-loss, as well as PF>0.99 and line-current 
THD<8%. 

[0044] Yet further, even more readily computable and 
feasible perfect correction procedure is achieved by holding 
the duration of segment 82 (tboost) constant during suitable 
periods (according to the output power) and correcting the 
ratio between the durations of segment 84 Chuck-two“) and 
segment 82 (tboost) so that the equation (tbuck—tboost)/tboost= 
Vin/Vo is maintained. 

[0045] Further features of the invention achievable 
through programming of controller 14 comprise: 
[0046] limiting the current during discontinuous-critical 
current mode (DCCM) by controlling the charge time of an 
inductor, e.g., the PFC Switcher inductor 30; 
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[0047] protecting against voltage surges by a short-term 
shutoff of the Switcher input circuit the shutoff is activated 
by the controller during the development period of the surge 
and deactivated following the fading of the surge; 

[0048] protecting against overheating by reducing the 
power delivered to the load; 

[0049] protecting against short circuit by shutoff of the 
circuit by several parallel procedures triggered by the con 
troller 14 and related to known load characteristics, e.g., a 
comparison of a short-term mean value of the load voltage 
to a long-term mean value of the load voltage, sensing of 
high current and comparing long term mean value of the 
load voltage with a predetermined minimum, and 

[0050] limiting the power delivered by the Switcher to a 
predetermined maximum. 

[0051] It will be evident to those skilled in the art that the 
invention is not limited to the details of the foregoing 
illustrated embodiments and that the present invention may 
be embodied in other speci?c forms without departing from 
the spirit or essential attributes thereof. The present embodi 
ments are therefore to be considered in all respects as 
illustrative and not restrictive, the scope of the invention 
being indicated by the appended claims rather than by the 
foregoing description, and all changes which come within 
the meaning and range of equivalency of the claims are 
therefore intended to be embraced therein. 

1. A process for operating a switch mode power supply 
circuit (Switcher) connectable to a load, said circuit includ 
ing a ?rst buck switch, a second boost switch and an inductor 
in a buck boost circuit, said process comprising: 

applying input voltage to the circuit; 

selectively activating each of said buck switch and boost 
switch, and 

selectively limiting the ON-time of the buck switch, for 
accelerating discharge of said inductor. 

2. The process claimed in claim 1 wherein said Switcher 
is a power factor correction (PFC) circuit and said input 
voltage is a recti?ed AC wave. 

3. The process claimed in claim 1 wherein said Switcher 
is a DC-DC converter (DDC) circuit and said input voltage 
is a DC voltage. 

4. The process claimed in claim 2 wherein, during por 
tions of the input voltage wave, the switches are activated 
near Zero current of said inductor and each switch ON-time 
is controlled to facilitate smooth transition between the 
operation modes of the PFC Switcher. 

5. The process claimed in claim 4 wherein, said buck 
switch ON-time is gradually reduced and said boost switch 
ON-time is gradually increased to facilitate smooth ef?cient 
transition from buck operation mode to buck-boost/Modi 
?ed Boost operation mode and from boost operation mode 
to buck-boost/Modi?ed Boost operation mode of the 
Switcher. 

6. The process claimed in claim 4 wherein, said buck 
switch ON-time is gradually increased and said boost switch 
ON-time is gradually reduced to facilitate smooth transition 
from buck-boost/Modi?ed Boost operation mode to boost 
operation mode and from buck-boost/Modi?ed Boost opera 
tion mode to buck operation mode of the Switcher. 
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7. The process as claimed in claim 1 wherein during 
discontinuous-critical-current mode (DCCM), the current is 
limited by controlling the charge time of the inductor. 

8. The process as claimed in claim 1, Wherein protection 
against voltage surges is provided by a short term circuit 
shutoff procedure that is activated during the development 
period of a surge and deactivated folloWing the fading of the 
surge. 

9. The process as claimed in claim 1, Wherein protection 
means against overheating is provided by reduction of the 
poWer delivered to the load. 

10. The process as claimed in claim 1, Wherein protection 
against short circuit is provided by a circuit shutoff operated 
by several parallel procedures triggered by the controller and 
related to knoWn load characteristics. 

11. The process as claimed in claim 10, Wherein said 
procedures include a comparison of a short-term mean value 
of load voltage to a long-term mean value of load voltage. 

12. The process as claimed in claim 1, Wherein the poWer 
delivered by the SWitcher is limited to a predetermined 
maximum. 

13. The process as claimed in claim 1, Wherein the buck 
sWitch ON-time limitation secures the SWitcher output volt 
age control. 

14. The process as claimed in claim 1, Wherein the buck 
sWitch ON-time limitation secures the Switcher input cur 
rent control. 
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15. The process as claimed in claim 1, Wherein the buck 
sWitch ON-time (tbuck) and the boost sWitch ON-time (tboost) 
conform With the equation: 

(lbuck_lboost)/ 1130051: Vln/ V0 
16. The process as claimed in claim 1, Wherein said buck 

sWitch ON-time (tbuck) and said boost sWitch ON-time 
(tboost) Obey the equation tbuck_tboost=k tboost; k being a 
selectable multiplier and tboost=(2Lpin/V2inrms) g(k,Vin, 
Vo); L being the inductance of said inductor; Pin being the 
SWitcher input poWer; V2inrms being the squared rms value 
of the SWitcher input voltage, and g(k,Vin,Vo) being a 
correction factor, Which is a function of the instantaneous 
values of the SWitcher input voltage V111 and output voltage 
V0 with said k as a parameter. 

17. The process as claimed in claim 16, Wherein said 
correction factor g(k,Vin,Vo) obeys the equation g(k,Vin, 
Vo)=(m2(1+k)+m)/(m(1+k)2—k2) and m=Vin/Vo. 

18. The process as claimed in claim 16, Wherein said 
correction factor g(k,V1n,Vo) constitutes a set of linear 
functions of said m, each of said linear functions having at 
least one intersection point With the correction factor (m2(1+ 

k)+m)/(m(1+k)2—k2). 
19. The process as claimed in claim 17, Wherein said 

correction factor g(k,V1n,Vo) constitutes a set of linear 
functions of said m, each of said linear functions having at 
least one intersection point With the correction factor (m2(1+ 

k)+m)/ 1 +k)2 —k2). 


